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Croatia & the Dalmatian Coast 

By Land & By Sea 

with Prague & Budapest 

September 3-15 2018 

Getting to and from the airport- 

 

You only have to be concerned about booking a taxi for your arrival in Prague International Airport. 

 

Whatever date you leave at the end of the trip in Dubrovnik, our hotel reception there can book you a airport taxi. We will 

book these upon arrival in Dubrovnik on the 14th of September for your departure in the days after.  

 

Prague International Airport has two taxi services that they work with- 

 

Fix Taxi 

+420 220 113 892; +420 220 117 078 

+420 722 555 525 

dispecink@fix-taxi.cz 

www.airportcars.cz 

 

Taxi Praha 

+420 220 414 414 

airport@taxi14007.cz 

http://www.taxi14007.cz/en/ 

 

You can book them through their sites as listed above or you can simply wait in the taxi line upon arrival. Sometime it can 

take up to a ½ hour in the line or more depending on the time of day you arrive. The taxi services above will have your 

name on a sign upon arrival and your driver will take you directly to the hotel. 

 

In addition, our starting hotel the Dominican (recently changed from the Savic) can arrange a transfer 

for you. Here are the steps- 

 

This is from Martina the concierge at the reception of the Dominican-reception Savic <receptionsh@axxos.co> 

 

To make your stay more comfortable our hotel offers a transfer service. The transport does not have to be arranged 

immediately, but at least one day before your arrival. 

 

The transfer from the Vaclav Havel airport Prague to the hotel costs CZK 810, - (approx. 33, - €) max. for four 

passengers.  Or a minivan CZK 1160, - (approx. 47, - €). 

 

The transfer from the main train station to the hotel costs 400, - CZK (approx. 16, - €) or A minivan CZK 750, - (approx. 

30, - €). 

 

The price is per car, per one way. 

 

To make an arrangement, please send us your flight or train details (departing city, flight or the train number and 

scheduled arrival time). Our driver will be waiting for you at the arrivals hall holding a sign with your name. 

 

She also adds- 

“Upon arrival we do offer some complimentary welcome drinks, you will be able to choose from beer, sparkling wine or 

juice. Besides those three you can help yourself and drink water that is always prepared at the reception desk.” 

With best regards, 

Martina 

Reception 

 

Email her here reception Savic <receptionsh@axxos.co> Make sure you tell her you are part of The Olive Odysseys and 

Patricia Hajifotiou group 

 

We ask that you take the responsibility for booking this transportation yourself. See you there! Patricia & Manolis 

 

Email us if you have any questions at theoliveodysseys@gmail.com 
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